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011/PST.WGT/IX/2021 

To :  

The board of the Foundation Kleinschalige Projecten Indonesië1 

Meijhorst 61-04 

6537 L J Nijmegen, Netherlands 

 

Dear Mr. Anton van Deursen  

Thank you for the opportunities to send you proposal to get support to run our education 

project. Education is the most important issue that must be addressed in Papua today. Currently, 

Papua's educational conditions are still far behind other regions in Indonesia. This condition 

has a huge impact on the Papuan people, they live in poverty and cannot compete with migrants 

who have better educational backgrounds and have better skills. 

The condition of the government in Papua is also very bad, many local Papuan officials 

are corrupt. We try to help the victims, children whose education is not paid attention to. We 

invite volunteers to teach Papuan children basic reading, writing and arithmetic skills. We 

specifically visited schools in remote areas where there had been a shortage of teachers. 

Currently we have several projects: Frontier Teacher, Children's Learning Center and 

Dormitory. We hope that through these programs we can provide a better education for Papuan 

children. our activities can be seen on IG#asramaputrawaghete or on our youtube channel 

Komunitas Jesuits Waghete Jesuits with the title Guru Tapal Batas 

Through this proposal, we apply for assistance in financing our education project for 

the children of Papua. We hope that our proposal can be accepted so that we can give more 

contribution to the education of Papuan children. 

Waghete, 5 October 2021 

 

Yohanes Adrianto Dwi Mulyono, SJ 

Parish Priest of St. John the Baptist Parish 

                                                             
1 SKPI is Stichting Kleinschalige Projecten Indonesië (Foundation Small Scale Projects Indonesia)  

KvK: 53956168. 
RSIN: 8510 89 136 
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Proposal 

Frontier Teacher, Children’s Learning Centre and Dormitory 

 

I. Personality 

Applicant/Organization : Yohanes Adrianto, SJ/St. John the  Baptist Parish 

Address   : Waghete, Tigi Distric, Deiyai, Papua, Indonesia 

Postcode   : 98727 

Name of contact person : Yohanes Adrianto, SJ 

Telephone Number : +6285288279064 

Email Address  : y_adri@yahoo.co.id 

Social Media  : IG@asramaputrawaghete 

Bank details  : 

    Yohanes Adrianto Dwi Mulyono 

    BRI (Bank Rakyat Indonesia) 

    No. 7816-01-005951-53-7 

    Swift Code: BRINIDJA 

    Currency : Indonesian Rupiah 

 

II. Project 

1. Organization 

We are the Catholic Church of St. Yohanes Pemandi Waghete. We have 

concerns about the condition of education in Papua because we are witnessing 

poverty in Papua which is one of the main reasons for low level of education. Level 

of Education in Papua is still very far behind compared to other regions in Indonesia. 

The problem are very complicated; remote location, limited facilities, understaff due 

to neglected welfare. A low level of education can make a person lack sufficient 

skills, insights and knowledge for life. 

To deal with this condition, we take various approaches. We provide assistance 

to children from elementary school to junior high school. For children at the 

elementary level, we provide assistance by coming to their schools and conducting 

mailto:y_adri@yahoo.co.id
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tutoring in the afternoon. While for junior high school children we provide 

dormitories to provide intensive assistance for them.  

a. Frontier Theachers 

The education condition in Papua is far behind the other province 

because of; remote location, limited facilities and understaff. In remote areas 

there are school buildings, there are many students who want to go to school, 

but they are only 2-3 theacher that gradually become very tired, their task 

becomes more difficult because of the lack of facilities and welfare guarantees. 

We involve volunteers to accompany the children to learn but also to encourage 

the teachers. Visiting students at school will have a double effect; the children 

are assisted and the teachers are encouraged to see the volunteers who are eager 

to accompany the children. 

b. Children’s Learning Center 

We try to accompany as many children as possible. We have a full day 

to accompany the children. The target of the children being accompanied is 

different, in the morning we teach in schools in remote areas while in the 

afternoon we accompany the children around our residence. 

c. Dormitory 

We do various ways to save Papuan children from being left behind in 

education. We accompany elementary school children at school and support in 

the afternoon at home, while junior high school children we accompany in 

dormitories. Our vision of assisting junior high school children in dormitories 

is that we will direct these children to continue their education to a boarding 

high school in Nabire (SMA Adhi Luhur) which is managed by the Jesuits. 

 

2. Description of the Project 

The main project of this proposal are accompany students in schools that are 

remote and understaffed, accompany other student in the afternoon class and 

managed dormitory for Junior high Schools Student. This project is very important 

considering that education in Waghete Papua is very far behind compared to other 

regions in Indonesia. Many children still cannot read and write. The impact of this 
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lack of education is very large for Papua, migrants with better educational 

backgrounds and abilities have started to arrive. They will control the territory of 

Papua and the indigenous Papuans will be displaced into the forests. They can't 

compete with newcomers because of very low education. The elimination of 

indigenous people by migrants is often found in several areas in Indonesia and even 

in the world. Educational assistance for Papuan children is expected to prevent them 

from being displaced from their own homeland. 

Currently we (I and seven volunteers) are accompanying children in 4 schools 

in the morning, tutoring children in the afternoon study at our residence and 

accompany junior high schools student in dormitory. We feel that the priority at this 

time is to accompany as many students as possible, at this time the important thing 

is that the quantity of children being accompanied and able to start reading and 

writing will be better. Currently we are accompanying about 150 students studying 

at the elementary school level and 13 junior high school student in the dormitories. 

 

3. Purpose and Aim 

The target of this project is that 75 children at the elementary school level are 

able to read, write and do basic arithmetic, 50 students began to recognize letters and 

numbers and the 25 youngest students began to train their fine motor skills by 

fluently holding and using a pencil. Furthermore, we have target to send 5 junior 

high student to continue their study to SMA Adhi Luhur Nabire. To achieve this 

target, several things we will do are: 

a. Awareness for parents of the importance of education so that they encourage 

their children to learn both at school and at home. Awareness can be done 

in activities in the church or in the community. 

b. Encouraging teachers who are currently working by coming and working 

with them. We hope they do not feel alone but feel accompanied so that they 

become excited to accompany students. 

c. Involving volunteers in assisting children. Currently there are seven 

volunteers from various regions in Indonesia; Java, Sumatra, Sulawesi and 

two Papuan volunteers. These volunteers are very dedicated to 
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accompanying children, they are young people who have just finished their 

studies at university so they still have the idealism of accompanying 

children. 

Through these various approaches, we hope that children in Papua get their right 

to education and develop themselves for their future and the future of Papua in 

general. 

 

4. Planning 

The project will be going for one year and it will be renewed and axtended every 

year. 

 

5. Evaluation 

Evaluation and control for this project will be carried out by: 

a. Evaluation of students is done by giving tasks that aim to see their progress. the 

students will be given assignments according to the targets we have for them. 

b. Evaluation for teachers and volunteers is conducted once a month. Evaluation is 

done by looking back at the activities that have been carried out to find things 

that need to be improved. 

c. Financial evaluation is carried out every month to ensure that donations are used 

as intended. Each transaction must include receipt. One volunteer will be 

selected to record and collect all receipt. 

 

III. Financial 

1. Financial Estimation per Year 

Project Item Q Budget/year 

Frontier Theacher 

(4 schools) 
Paper for worksheet 24 rim Rp. 2.400.000 

 Pencil 20 pax Rp. 1.000.000 

 Colour pencil 20 pax Rp. 1.000.000 

 Sharpener 5 pcs Rp. 500.000 
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 Printer Ink 6 set Rp. 2.250.000 

 Printer 1  Rp. 6.500.000 

 Books 30 pax Rp. 2.000.000 

 Drawing Books 30 pax Rp. 2.000.000 

 Boardmarker 10 pax Rp. 1.000.000 

 Witheboard 2 pcs Rp. 1.500.000  

 Games property (ball, Stick, etc)  Rp. 6.000.000 

 Boardmarker Ink 5 pax Rp. 300.000  

 Transportation  Rp. 820.000 

 Snack for kids  Rp. 6.000.000  

Children’s 

Learning Center 
Books 10 pax Rp. 1.000.000 

 Boardmarker, Iraser, Ink  Rp. 1.000.000 

 Colour pencil 10 pax Rp. 500.000 

 Ballpoint 10 pax Rp. 500.000 

 Books for library  Rp. 10.000.000 

 Class equipment (table and chair)  Rp. 7.500.000 

Dormitory Computer Unit 2 unit Rp. 15.000.000 

 Scholarship (uniform and stationary) 3 Students Rp. 3.000.000   

Total  Rp. 71.770.000 

 

2. Portofolio 

Item Detail Budget 

Snack for Kids Local donor Rp. 6.000.000 

Transportation Parishioners Rp.    820.000 

Total Rp. 6.820.000 
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3. The Sumittance of Small Project Indonesia 

Project Budget/year 

Frontier Theacers Rp. 26.450.000 

Student’s Learning Centre Rp. 20.500.000 

Dormitory Rp. 18.000.000 

Total Rp. 64.950.000 

 

 

IV. Overseeing the Progress 

1. Specification of expenditure 

We will ensure that all fund you give will be well manage (all the transactions 

and receipts will be documented). 

2.  Report of Progress 

We will report the progress of the project per year (oktober 2022) 

 

 

Waghete, 5 October 2021 

 

Yohanes Adrianto Dwi Mulyono, SJ 

Parish Priets of St. John the Baptist Church 
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